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Male Physique/Naturist

Athletic Model Guild (1960’s)
Physique magazine with photographs and articles published by the Athletic Model Guild

Physique magazine with photographs and spreads

Focus (1973-1978)

Gay Naturist Informer (1988-2001)
Community magazine with stories, news, and profiles on gay nudism and travel Archive (2011-2015, of the Gay Naturist E-former)

Male Figure (1956-1966)
Physique magazine with photographs and spreads

Mr. Sun (1966-1969)
Male nudist magazine with photographs and articles

Gay nudist magazine with photo spreads and articles
Physique Pictorial (1951-1990)
Beefcake magazine with photographs and visual art
Archive (vol. 5, no. 2 and vol. 12, no. 1)
Archive (various, 1963-1968)

Tomorrow’s Man (1951-1967)
Bodybuilding magazine with photographs and articles

The Young Physique (1960-1966)
Physique magazine with photographs and spreads
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